product, and/(z) =\p(B(z)), then C(f, eu)Edf(U). If B(z) is an infinite
Blaschke product, this property is destroyed since ^(0)£C(/, eil), where the zeros of B(z) cluster at e<(. The purpose of this paper is to present the following theorem, characterizing those meromorphic functions "clustering on the boundary":
Theorem. Letf(z) be meromorphic in U. Then C(f, eil)Edf(U),for there exists eiu such that f,£C(/, eUi), and since this latter set is connected, it is contained in Ki. Choose sequences z"->eitl and z» -*eUi such that (1) |zB|/Tand|z"'|/l, (2) f(zn) £interior of J and /(z"') £exterior of /. Let 7n be the circular arc z(t) = | z"| e", / varying between arg zn and arg z"', together with the segment [z"', | z"| e'arg z'"]. By (2), we may choose w"£7" such that/(w")£/.
If wn clusters at eil,f(wn) clusters in /, a subset of f(U), and therefore, C(f, eit)C\f(U)j£-0, a contradiction. Hence K is connected, and consequently f(U) is simply connected. 
